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Abstract Indonesia is an archipelagic country that is geographically unique, where most
of the land has uneven land contours because it consists of mountains and valleys.

This condition is one of the causes of the inequality of information dissemination even
though the ICT infra- structure has supported and internet services are also available.
Topographical factors and inequality of information dissemination pose digital
deviations in the community, especially border areas in Riau Province which have not
been able to enjoy internet services in some of the regions.

Even though the process of data transmission to other regions is needed by both
government agencies placed in border areas and the general public who need internet
services for data transmission (text, audio, and video). Delay Tolerant Network (DTN)
technology is a network protocol that allows communication networks to be applied in
extreme environments that have long delay char- acteristics, high loss rates, and low
connectivity levels.

With DTN, internet services can be implemented and presented cheaply using only DTN



Router which will move to areas that are not reachable by the internet and collect email
data digitally. Furthermore, DTN Router and processes every transmission request
from/to the border regions with extreme topography. By using the Flooding method
applied to the DTN protocol, testing of e-mail data packet transmission from
simulations at several locations in Riau is considered to have high data loss.

Testing modeled by several computers with DTN, doing a bundle of data packages,
transmitting to destinations and assessing the efficiency of their success. The test results
show that the data transmission process in extreme areas using DTN protocol, Indicates
that the larger the size of the file sent. So, the greater the time needed for data
transmission. Approximate of time is needed of transmission data of the 95MB file that
is 4,1 second..



Keywords: Delay Tolerant Network; bundle; e-bundle; flooding.. 1. Introduction Today,
internet communication is integrated into all life activities and becomes a primary need
that cannot be avoided. The emer- gence of the internet technology raises people's
habits from the use of conventional media to be automatic, smart and digitally based in
text data transmission, audio and video based on stand- alone and client-server [1] [2].

Automatic and digital systems are developed because they are faster and more
accurate, such as e- mail services. E-mail is one application for sending electronic mail
(online) by replacing the existing postal system. First of the development of the internet,
there were millions of e-mail users in the world (even growing) who only spent their
time/study using e-mail services [3].

In his research shows that email has contributed to the growth of distributed
organizations, by allowing people in various regions to be able to communicate [4][5].
This also led to the emergence of an online community that supports asynchronous
communica- tion. The original email application was designed for asynchronous
communication, document delivery and archiving only.

However, it is development, delegation and tracking tasks, storing personal names and
addresses, sending reminders, requesting assistance, scheduling appointments and
handling other technical support _ requests, giving rise to data overload (overload email
uncon- trolled) [6][7]. On the other hand, Indonesia is an archipelagic country that is
geographically part of the land dominated by hills, valleys, and mountains so that
information dissemination is not optimal and uneven despite utilizing satellite
technology with a good real-time data queue mechanism [8]”.

Internet technology that has grown to all parts of Indonesia, in the end, has not
guaranteed internet communication will be good in all parts of Indonesia. The existing
trend is even the occurrence of digital sharing in the community, especially in remote
areas of the border, for example, the border area in Riau Province which has not been
able to enjoy internet services.

According to the 2010 Indonesian Ministry of Communication and Information statistics,
in June 2009, there were still 31 thou- sand villages in Indonesia that were not
affordable with internet technology. Meanwhile, after 7 years later (in 2016) based on
data from the same source, Indonesia, which consists of 17,504 islands, only about 2%
were recorded as getting internet services[9][10].

Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is a network protocol that is able to present
communication in an environment with characteristics delay varying, asymmetric data



rates error rates, high, and fre- quent interconnections (on-off-on-off)[11][12]. DTN
technology is different from the previous working protocol concept, TCP/IP which relies
on upon continuing connectivity or every sent file
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will be lost when the connection is lost. DTN is suitable for use in extreme areas (black
hole) so the concept of Delay Tolerant Net- work (DTN) is a solution for border areas
and can be applied by utilizing mobile vehicles that act as DTN router [13] [14] [15] The
router will collect every file that will be transmitted and when it gets a location that has
TCP/IP protocol internet access, the Router will distribute the collected data to be
transmitted.

The movement of DTN Router from one node to another node is continuous fol- lowing
the concept of flooding algorithm [16]. DTN applies the store and forwards message
switching method to a new layer called the layer bundle. The layer bundle will save and
forward the entire bundle and or just a fragment between the nodes that communicate
with the DTN [17] [18].

Illustration of the store and the forward mechanism is shown in Figure 1. _ District Server
ISP Router DTN Gateway _ VPS Email Server (Gmail.com) INTERNET





STORE STORE STORE STORE _Village 2 _Village 1





NODE A NODE B NODE C NODE D Forward Forward Forward Figure 1: Illustration of
mechanism store-and-forward in DTN _ DTN Router





As shown in Figure 1, Store and forward are old methods similar to those used in postal
networks.

With the method store and for- _ DTN Outstation _ DTN Outstation



ward, all data taken will be moved first from one node to another node until it finally
reaches the destination. A node must have a hard disk that is used as a storage medium
that can store the entire data [19]. So, it is possible that data can be on a node for a
long time, in contrast to packets on the internet that will only be stored in a router in a
matter of milliseconds or microseconds.

A DTN router requires a storage area because the connected paths in each node may
not be available for a long time, meaning that they have wide or long distances in their
connectivity and the possibility of communication that cannot take place symmetrically
[20]. This study simulates the movement of DTN Router in several points of the Riau
Province border region and disseminates data (text) to other places where connections
end-to-end are not availa- ble while providing alternative solutions for using the
protocol Delay Tolerant Network for data transmission in remote areas that still have
problems communication and frequent interruption of internet connection 2.

Methods The simulation about Routers collects and transmits data using the DTN
protocol through 4 phases, namely: determining data service schemes that are the
target of DTN implementation, preparation of data delivery applications, preparation of
DTN networks and im- plementation. Each stage is explained as follows. 2.1. Border Area
Network service scheme the design of network service schemes as a target to the
implementation of data transmission using the DTN protocol as given in Figure 2.

_Figure 2: Email Network and Service System Generally, speaking the network service
system in Figure 2 that will be simulated is grouped into 3 parts, namely DTN gateway,
DTN router (mule-DTN) and DTN outstation (remote area). DTN Gateway is a node that
has connections to Internet Service Provid- ers (ISPs) that connect DTN networks with
the global internet.

The connection between DTN Gateway and DTN outstation is done with a DTN Router
in the form of a router that moves be- tween DTN networks. The DTN Outstation is an
access point to a remote area where all data files are will be sent or received through
this node by DTN users. When DTN users in remote areas send data (i.e e-mail).

Then, the data will be stored first in the DTN Outstation until the DTN Router is within its
access point range. Then, it will retrieve and send it to the destination via the DTN
gateway. When the data to be sent is available on the Outsta- tion DTN. However, the
DTN Router is not available; the data will be stored for sending or receiving the next
day.

Assuming an area remote in Riau Province as an area in the mid- dle of a forest or a



valley area surrounded by mountains, the dis- tance between other remote areas is
assumed to be ± 10 km in a sub-district government area. The Main server will
download every service email entered on the internet addressed by the user to the DTN
Outstation.

The results of download in a content email on internet services will be stored on the
Virtual Private Server (VPS) as the main server of DTN which will then be downloaded by
district server (DTN Gateway) via a public internet network that is connected to an ISP.
The contents of the service email downloaded by the District server will be saved and
will be dis- seminated using DTN Router by downloading and addressed to each server
located in each remote area via a wifi (access point) connection.

When DTN Router moves past a location and is included in a network Wi-Fi in the area,
they will send data to the server that has been downloaded previously from the internet.
At the same time, servers in remote areas will send data to DTN Router in the form of
e-mails from remote area users that are addressed to other remote area users in one
area or another.

If a remote area of destination has been exceeded or not exceeded by DTN Router, then
the data email for the area will be forwarded and uploaded to the district server for
further download by another DTN Router at different times data Email from users in
remote areas that are addressed to users of services email on the Internet will be
uploaded to District server to be forwarded and uploaded to the Server via District
server via a public Internet network that





is connected to an ISP.

Email between users will be forwarded to the Internet network according to the
destination. 2.2 The compiler of Email Delivery Application based on DTN The
composition of the application compiler in DTN-based email services is designed
according to Figure 3 and explained as fol- lows. 1. Gmail is an e-mail server application
for e-mail services on the global internet that provides applications for receiving and
sending.

Users email connected to the global internet network will be received and collected by
the main server in Virtual Private Machine (VPS) then grouped according to the destina-
tion area. The send-receive application on the VPS functions as a processing process for
sending and receiving incoming data from Gmail or from the district server and will be
sent to the destination. At the destination, the next data is then grouped and
temporarily stored in bundle-mail. 2.

District server (located in districts) in the DTN Gateway area is used as a temporary stop
from the global internet network and the village DTN network before being distributed
to desti- nations using DTN Router. District server includes a comput- er device as DTN
Gateway connecting system with non-DTN and DTN network, receiving and sending
mail application to process each email incoming and outgoing from DTN outsta- tion
using DTN protocols and methods SSH Tunnel. 3. DTN Router (i.e

transportation) to forward data email between district servers to remote areas using
DTN networks. It is will _ VPS Village 2 _ Send and receive email application to DTN
Application District Server DTN Router Send and Receive email Application DTN
Application _ Gmail.com Send and Receive Email Application DTN Application DTN
Application Automatic Connection App Village 1 _ Email Server Send and Receive email
Application DTN Application



point network.

Then periodically every time there is connec- tivity, it will take packages in the form of
bundles that are in _ Squirrelmail _ Squirrelmail



the District server or in remote villages. 4. DTN outstation as a remote area (i.e village) is
a DTN net- work outstation in the form of a computing device as an e-mail server with
an application to send and receive e-mail for vil- lage community services. Bundle-mail
will be captured using send and receive applications that are built using the Python
language and run on the system backend.

For e-mail interface, services application is used client squirrel mail. _Figure 3: Illustration
of mechanism store-and-forward in DTN 2.3 Composition Delay Tolerant Network (DTN)
The composition of DTN Network Compiler was designed in Figure 4 and explained
follows. TCP/IP NETWORKS



INTERNET SSH Tunneling DTN NETWORKS



District Server Virtual Private Server (VPS) _Gmail





Village 1 _DTN Router



Access Point Village 2 Figure 4 Composition of DTN Network for email Services 1.
Gmail as a means of providing external email delivery appli- cations for users outside
the DTN network. 2.

VPS (Virtual Private Server) as the Main server of DTN net- work which will provide
e-mail services in the form of e-mail management that will be addressed in the DTN
network or to the global internet in this case Gmail. 3. District server is gateways
between systems that use non-DTN networks (TCP / IP) with systems with DTN
networks.

Dis- trict server is equipped with a device Wireless Outdoor CPE which is set up as a
Wi-Fi access point (Wi-Fi AP) to connect



with DTN Router and HSDPA 3G modem devices to connect the District server
computer to the VPS computer through the ISP network using the method SS tunneling.
4. DTN Router was built using the Odroid XU4 microcomputer, which functioned as a
DTN router.

For connection devices, DTN Router is equipped with a device Wireless Outdoor CPE
which is set as a DHCP client. 5. Access Point (AP), serves to connect between computer
serv- ers in each village and DTN routers that pass through it. Computer Servers in
remote areas are a computer device for pro- cessing and managing e-mail for rural
communities that are passed by DTN Router.

For connections, the Village Computer is equipped with a device Wireless Outdoor CPE
that is set up as a Wi-Fi AP to connect a Computer Server in a remote area with DTN
Router and Users in remote areas. 3. Result and Discussion 3.1. Implementation of
System Implementation DTN-based data transmission simulation system is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5 Composition of DTN Network for email Services As in Figure 5, each DTN
network node implemented with 3 computers. The delivery application is Email
implemented using Python and PHP programming, Linux System Command in the form
of programming bash shell that is run on the backend system and the email client
application using Squirrel Mail. To make it easier for users to send and receive emails.

The application is di- vided into two sections, namely first section that uses the DTN
network and the other does not use the DTN network. For the process of e-mail
transfers between nodes in the DTN network using DTN protocols and architectures that
are applied with DTN2 software on each computer, namely computers District server,
Odroid UX4 microcomputers and server computers in remote areas (DTN outstation).

The DTN installed only runs on the Linux operating system. Meanwhile, to support the
operation of DTN, applications dtn-2.9.0, Oasys-1.6.0 and other dependencies are used.
The implementation of the email sending process in each village begins with
authentication logging in by the user based on the data on the village server.

The authentication process will produce output as Figure 6. _ _ Figure 6: Display of the
e-mail received on the server's remote location. Figure 6 displays the status in the inbox
directory of the server placed in the remote area with the stored e-mail document. The
simulation shows that ± 10 data taken on November 10 is stored in the directory and
ready to be bundled to be sent to the destination.



The bundling process is then given in Figure 7 and Figure 8. Figure 7: Python
applications when processing email bundles. _ Figure 8: Bundled e-mail Figure 7 shows
the program snippet bundling data (e-mail) from a server in a remote area to be
transmitted to the desired destination. Program protection also describes the copy
process for all email data that is in the server's computer inbox directory and sends one
by one serial data.

Whereas in Figure 8 shows the transmission report that will be given to the user that the
data bundle process (bundle-mail) is resolved in the root. 3.2. Network Testing The
testing of service email system dismissed using flooding method and described in
Figure 9.





Village 1 (A) Road Note: Dash Lines is wireless connection _ DTN Router (Sender) Road





Figure 9: Testing with method flooding _ Village 2 (B) _Figure 10: Graph of the size of
e-mails against time Based on the graph above, it can be seen that the different e-mail
data sizes will get various transmission times.

Testing is done in 3



Tests are carried out as in Figure 9, carried out by modeling sever- al computers
previously configured with DTN2 software. Tests are carried out to analyze the
performance of DTN router in data transmission and the reliability of the sent e-mail
package. DTN Router which functions as a carrier for packages bundle from this email is
very important in data transmission.

Thus, a deeper study is still needed to obtain the efficiency of using routers in service
systems email that is in the networks based on DTN. “The test scenario is made using
the method of flooding where the entity is the sender is DTN Router, the data is sent
from node A to node B, the sender is connected to network A, the sender moves and
changes the connection to network B, the movement from node A to node B is done
using a motorcycle with take the power supply from the battery, and the Sender's
movement is carried out continuously through the access point at each node.

Testing of email delivery is sent several times by sending dummy emails automatically
with different sizes ranging in size from 55MB - 135MB. The automatic delivery format is
as follows: [number of sent] = total number of emails to be sent [duplication] =
duplicate number of emails from each address listed in the file destination.txt
[increment] = increase in file size of each e-mail [size_email] = size of each email The
simulation results provide test data as shown in Table 1 be- low.”

Table 1 Testing Emails _times with different router speeds, approximatelly 20 to 25
km/h. Test results with flooding method show that the greater the size of the data sent,
the greater of the time is needed for data transfer. The method flooding can be applied
to type network configura- tions Dynamic.

If a node uses this method then the bundle- the mail that will be sent to the destination
will be forwarded to broadcast to all the nodes it recognizes. So, every node that it rec-
ognizes must be able to accommodate data every time the transfer process. This must
also be supported by adequate equipment in the data transfer process. 4.

Conclusion The internet network for email services can be implemented using a network
with the Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) protocol in remote or remote areas, only by
utilizing HSDPA cellular net- works, and Wi-Fi points access networks, without requiring
spe- cial infrastructure development and at a lower cost when com- pared to satellite
communication services, The system has been able to capture and send e-mail using
DTN network protocols.

Flooding Method with dynamic-type configuration, each bundle- mail that will be sent
to the destination with broadcast familiar to all nodes, so that each node that is



recognized to be able to ac- commodate the data every time the transfer process, The
data transfer process will be more reliable if supported by the selection of the right type
and configuration of the wifi device. Thus, the range of Wi-Fi devices in these remote
areas can be adjusted to their geographical conditions.

So that DTN-based email service networks can be applied to various regions that have
different geographical conditions.
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